**Roadmap for 14-day Challenge**
Earn the Climate Change Champion badge in just 2 weeks!

**Day 0**
- Watch the on-demand webinar 'Climate Change and You: Is it End Game Now?'
- Play Climate Change Trailblazer Kahoot Quiz

**Day 1**
- Watch course 'Climate Change & You – Let’s Get the Basics Right'
- Take Quiz
- Read the Article 'Question for the Times: Is Climate Change a Hoax?'
- Take Quiz

**Day 2**
- Read the Article 'Climate Change: Not My Problem (But Whose Is It?)'
- Take Quiz
- Watch course Climate Change and health: a lunchtime chat with Dr. Joan Schiller'
- Take Quiz

**Day 4**
- Read the Article 'Outsourcing Pollution: Are Developed Countries Outsourcing Pollution?'
- Take Quiz
- Read the Article 'The Journey of Your Waste: Is it Sustainable?'
- Take Quiz

**Day 3**
- Read the Article 'Don’t be a Tourist: How to make your world travels experience sustainable?'
- Take Quiz
- Read the Article 'Dark Skies Contribute To A Brighter Future'
- Take Quiz

#Take Action 1
Comment on how the course/article might have helped you to gain a better understanding of the subject and how it may influence your daily professional and personal life. This not only enhances your learning but also encourages your peers to participate in the discussion. Plus, commenting on a course/article page earns you extra points!
#Take Action 2

Share your perspective on the subject. This helps your peers to see your viewpoint and encourages them to share theirs.

Day 5

- Read the Article 'Vroom: The Automobile Industry's role in reducing global warming and climate change'
- Take Quiz

- Read the Article 'Could cultivated meat aid our climate change issue? Why the new industry has experts saying ‘Holy Cow’'
- Take Quiz

#Take Action 3

Share additional resources - links to books, videos, documentaries, movies that you may have come across on the internet. This helps us all stay current and take advantage of other resources. Let's grow together!

Day 7

- Read the Article 'COAL: BLACK GOLD ... OR IS IT?'
- Take Quiz

- Play Climate Change Warrior Kahoot Quiz

Day 8

- Read the Article 'Climate Justice: A Multigenerational, Global Civil Rights Issue'
- Take Quiz

Day 9

- Read the Article 'How the Government Is Revitalizing Energy Communities and Tackling the Climate Crisis – Is It Enough?'
- Take Quiz

Start Level 2- Champion Badge
Day 10
- Read the Article 'Revolutionary outcomes of COP 26? What is the annual meeting means of our future'
- Take Quiz

#Take Action 4
Do you feel governments are doing enough to fight climate change? Share your thoughts in the course/article comments section!

Day 12
- Read the Article 'Oceans in Crisis: The Blame Game'
- Take Quiz

Day 13
- Read the Article 'The Legacy of Carbon Credits: A-Z'
- Take Quiz

Day 11
- Read the Article 'The Paris Agreement: Is it an Overly Optimistic Pledge?'
- Take Quiz

Day 14
- Read the Article 'Caffeine: How Your Morning Coffee and Tea may be Lacking Sustainability'
- Take Quiz

*Successfully complete all daily tasks before moving to the next day.

Please use the information above to help you organize your time when studying. GBRI suggests taking advantage of this roadmap for effective learning at a good pace.

Good Luck!

https://www.gbrionline.org/badges/climate-change-champion/